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Diamond Hinton has been away from home for so long that going back has never been an option for

her. Once upon a time the only dream she had was to become a stay at home wife and mother, but

thanks to all the lies someone spread that dream ended and another one began. Her new dream

has a big secret if it's revealed it could destroy the life of the person she loved and the person she

loves today.
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This was cute short story about Diamond Hinton who is the first born of three girls in the Hinton

family. You can say what you want about the Hinton girls but you can't call them unsuccessful and

you can't say they don't love their daddy. Though Diamond is held the dearest to their Father's heart

due to being his first born you can tell that Jon Hinton loves all his daughters to no end. Diamond

has been holding a secret for 6 years but when a family emergency causes her to rush back to the

one place that she rushed away from Rome, GA the secret she's been keeping will be the least of

her worries. I personally am rating this book 3.5 stars due some minor editing and typo issues. The

storyline is great the characters are lovable and you won't regret buying this book! I hope this review



aids you with your final decision of purchasing this book :D

Diamond Hinton has been away from home for so long that going back has never been an option for

her. Once upon a time the only dream she had was to become a stay at home wife and mother, but

thanks to all the lies someone spread that dream ended and another one began. Her new dream

has a big secret if it's revealed it could destroy the life of the person she loved and the person she

loves today.....Melinda is such a breath of fresh air... I just wish she would write more... alpha male,

spirited heroine. romance, and suspense everything that makes a good read

I really enjoyed this book. This is the first book that I've read by Melinda L. I look forward to the next

book in the series, however, I would suggest that the author gets an editor. There were numerous

grammatical errors throughout the book -although it was still a good read.

The Hinton Family has the structure of a good story but the writing does not live up to that structure.

The time line, the editing, the abandoned plots. Is this a computer generated books? Melinda L, is

that the computer's name?Sorry, I will not be reading anymore Melinda L.

I was very excited to open this book based on the reviews and the description. I probably would

have enjoyed it more if not for the grammatical errors all through the book. I am going to try book #2

and hope an editor was used. If not, I suggest the author employs one. Other than that the book

was very positive.

This was a very good start to a series if I may say. I like the storyline and a quick read. Why I could

not give 5 stars!!!!!!!!!!!! Edit ,edit, edit, do you see the simple use of the comma goes a long way

....use them please. After all that.... I will buy the next book.

I really enjoyed the family history as to when their parents met and married. Diamond and Sharif`s

story was very sweet. However, the large amount of grammatical errors kept the story from flowing,

reader has to make the grammar correction in order to understand what the author was trying to

say. Looking forward to book 2

Nice start great characters ...the author leaves you wanting more and keeps you eager to continue

reading and curious as to what comes next with Diamond, Shariff, Jordan and the rest of the Hinton
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